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1. Research Objectives

For the period Dec. 15, 1983 - Dec. 14, 1984, the proposed work

plan included three tasks:

(a) To complete, develop and verify a quasi-two dimensional. MPD

channel model which was under development at proposal time. This model

included many physical effects which had not been previously addressed

(finite ionization kinetics, particle interdiffusion, etc.), and ws

specifically constructed in an attempt to verify and refine the onset

predictions of Ref. 1.

(b) To conceive and analyze several design variations including

axial fields, segmented electrode construction and contoured wall

designs. This was to be done by and large analytically, with

initiation of a numerical model development also contemplated.

(c) Definition and design of a small-scale experiment to test one

of the above concepts, to be performed on an outside facility with

support from MIT.

(d) To complete an ongoing study of the local stability of an MPD

plasma, including both the partially ionized and the fully ionized

range of operation, and assessing the effects of finite size, heat

conduction, species diffusion and finite self-magnetic field effects.

The following section gives an overview of the work accomplished

in each of these tasks, and makes reference to several Appendices,

where more detailed results and discussions are contained.
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2. Outline of Work Accoiplished

The bulk of the work proposed under Task (a) above was in fact

completed during the first year of the Grant, and reported in our let

Yearly Report. The work showed the effects of geometrical parameters

on degree of ionization, wall recombination losses, etc. One very

important result was the fact that partial ionization had only a minor

impact on the predicted "onset" current. We have used this result to

justify the continued use of simplified full-ionization plasma models

designed to illuminate other effects, such as those of a predominantly

dynamic nature. It is clear, however, that any assessment of losses or

efficiency must be based on more complete plasma formulations.

The original Baksht model (Ref. 1), as well as our own extension

discussed above, were specifically confined to the "onset" condition.

This was done by imposing a condition of vanishing plasma density at

the anode wall. It is of interest to inquire about the approach to

onset from below, since that may provide guidance as to how close to

that limiting condition it is safe to operate, and, in addition, it

should illuminate the physical events responsible for or triggered by

the gradual depletion of the anode, such as the growth of the anode

voltage drop. We report such an analysis in Appendix I to this Report.

The conclusions are that:

(a) Onset symptom are absent up to currents 90% of critical

(b) Anode drops remain close to those corresponding to the

floating potential for the whole channel also up to about 90% of I'.

(c) Anode plasma density decreases with current at about the same
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rate as cathode density up to near P, then drops rapidly to near zero.

The anode drop is negative, except very near onset.

In work related to Task (b) above, we undertook local analyses of

various parts of a typical tPD thruster, in an effort to isolate and

illuminate the dominant physical effects in each.

Near the inlet, where the flow speed is still low, the main

coponent of the local electric field is purely ohmic, producing the

strong local dissipation which leads to rapid ionization. One problei

which has recurred in most channel designs is a strong current

concentration at the cathode root, with erosion of both the cathode and

the backplate. While one part of this has been shown in the previous

analysis (App. 1) to be associated with the reduced uB back-inf in that

region (and becomes especially strong at onset), we expect one

additional component of current concentration at the cathode root due

to the peculiarly skewed current pattern occurring in the presence of a

finite Hall effect. To analyze this effect, we start in Appendix 2 by

formulating a general tensor Ohm's law in a form which shows a clear

division of the local field into the gradient of a generalized

potential, plus a generalized back emf (these generalizations arise

from the Hall and electron diffusion effects). This leads naturally to

an induction equation, governing the magnetic field. We then

particularize to small flow velocities, and show that the field B obeys

YIB = 0, despite the Hall parameter gradients occuring due to density

gradients (which are themselves due to axial currents). It is also

shown that in this region, and for a fully ionized plasma, electron
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diffusion has the effect of reducing by a factor of 2 the effective

value of the local Hall parameter. By making the additional

simplification of taking a mean, constant Hall parameter, we are able

to obtain analytical solutions for the current density distribution on

the electrodes, including a singularity of the inverse factional-power

type at the cathode root (and a similar zero at the anode root).

The identification of anode depletion, driven by axial currents,

as the most likely trigger for onset, had led us to propose (Ref. 3) a

segmented channel construction, with only two external terminals due to

diagonal cross-connection, designed such as to cancel the axial

currents by the establishment of appropriate axial electric fields.

There are many questions to be answered regarding this design,

which, however, holds the potential for significantly delaying onset,

and hence increasing thruster power and efficiency. In Appendix 3 we

have provided a simplified analysis to show how, under conditions where

axial current has indeed been suppressed, the transverse current and

the voltage are distributed in the axial direction. This leads to the

establishment of limitations for this type of thruster: essentially,

the ratio of current to mass flow mut be above a certain limit (shown

to correspond to a Hall parameter of 0.6 for Argon), or else not enough

voltage overlap develops between the anode and cathode walls to allow

cross-connection. It is shown that thrusters with & less than about 2

g/sec can easily be designed to avoid this limitation, while still

remaining below traditional onset limits (and, in addition, the new

onset limit is now likely to be higher).

i.
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Work has also been initiated on a model of the effect of wall

contouring on the distribution of current and other quantities. This

model exploits the simplifications afforded by the high values of the

typical magnetic Reynolds niber based on length (5-10), and of the

ratio of magnetic to gas pressure. Results are expected within the

next reporting period.

The experimental work has been deferred pending acquisition of

advanced instrimentation to be acquired under a parallel DoD

Instrumentation Grant and copletion of our contoured wall analysis.

It is our intention to design a contoured channel for even current

distribution (minimizing hot spots) and to conduct detailed diagnostic

tests comaring its performance and flow and current patterns to theory

and to conventional thrusters. This will also serve to assess the

feasibility of a later segmented channel, as discussed above. Tests

will be at an outside facility to be selected, using an MIT provided

thruster and also MIT optical diagnostics and digital data acquisition

equipment.

Finally, Appendix 4 gives a complete account of our investigations

on the local stability of an MPD plasma, a part of which was advanced

in our previous Report (Ref. 2). The new work consisted of a

clarification of the types of potential instability nodes depending on

the operating regime, mainly the degree of ionization a. It was found

that, up to a = 0.9 the predominant effect is the classical ionization

instability, involving mainly variations in electron density, whereas

very near a = 1, a purely static mode involving mainly temperature
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variations becomes predominant. Heat conduction stabilizes this mode

for moderate Hall parameters, but this effect is weakened and

eventually disappears at a critical value of this Hall parameter. This

is qualitatively similar, but for a completely different reason, to the

role played by the Hall parameter in catalyzing the ionization

instability. For MPD conditions, it is concluded that striations with

wavelenghts below some 3 c will be well daped; since regions of

near-complete ionization are unlikely to be much more than this size,

the expectation is that the static mode will not become unstable.

Again, this conclusion is similar to that reached earlier (Ref. 2) on

the sense that the ionization mode is unlikely to be unstable due to

the small special extent of high Hall parameter regions. Taken

together, these results tend to discound the possibility of the onset

phenomena being directly associated with bulk plasma instability, and

to reinforce the anode depletion viewpoint.

3. Personnel Associated with the Research Effort

The research was led by Associate Prof. Manuel Martinez-Sanchez,

with the cooperation of graduate Research Assistants D. Heimerdinger

(Doctoral Candidate) and Tze-Wing Poon (Masters Candidate). A new

Research Assistant, J. Marc Chanty joined the group towards the end of

the period, and will be working on numerical MPD simulation.

1. Baksht, F.G., Moizhes, B.Ya and Rybakov, A.V., "Critical Regime
of Plasma Accelerator", Zhurnal Tekhnicheskoi Fiziki, Vol. 43,
pp. 2568-2573, Dec. 1973.
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2. M. Martinez-Sanchez, "A Theoretical Study of
Performance-Limiting Factors in MPD Thruster", Yearly Report on
Grant ArIOSR 83-0035.

3. N. Mart inez-Sanchez, Proposal for Continuation of Grant AFOSR
83-W035, June 21, 1983.
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Appendix 1

Quasi two-dimensional MPD flow theory - A generalization of the theory

of Baksht. Moizhes and Rybakov to conditions below onset

Introduction

The simple theoretical treatment of t'FD flow given in Ref. 1 is

remarkably successful in predicting the basic trends and even the

correct magnitudes of conditions at the onset of instability and

erosion. Additionally, this provides a clear mechanistic description

of the reasons for the observed "onset" phenomena, to be contrasted

with the somewhat obscure arguments contained in alternative theories,

such as those based on the "critical ionization velocity" or the

"minimum voltage principle".

In this section we will present a theory that essentially accepts

all of the simplifications introduced in Ref. 1 for the treatment of

the flow, but removes the restriction as to the anode boundary

conditions, so that the results can span a range of currents below that

for which anode depletion occurs. This will provide additional insight

on at least three aspects of the problem: (a) the variation of anode

voltage drop with current, (b) the variation of overall transverse

voltage with current, and (c) the progressive decrease of near-anode

density as the critical (onset) condition is approached.

2. Formulation
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The basic assumptions are as follows:

(a) Two-dimensional, rectangular, slender channel (2 >> )

(b) Near full ionization (e n = n, n << no)

(c) Constant temperature and conductivity

(d) Axial Lorentz force dominant over axial pressure gradient

(e) Transverse Lorentz force balanced by transverse pressure gradient

(weak transverse flows)

In addition, we will impose anode boundary conditions similar to

those applying to a Langnuir probe in contact with the local plasm

density. This will relate anode voltage drop to local current density.

Notice at this point that Ref. 1 used only a limiting form of this

conditions, namely, that at onset the anode does not retard electrons

(zero or positive anode drop). We will find that over most other

operating conditions the anode drop is negative, i.e., the anode

rejects a fraction of the random current in order not to exceed the

current demands of the channel.

The geometry is depicted in Fig. 1, with B coming out of the plane

of the paper.
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Two types of equations will be used: (a) axial balance equations for

which transversally averaged quantities, (-) will be used, and (b)

transverse balance equations, in which axial derivatives will be

neglected. The axial equations are

Continuity: knu A A (1)

Momentum: it du (2)-MPdx

wbere *% is the ion mss, A the mess flow and A = D x H is the

croos-sectional area. In Eq. (2) we will neglect the di term compered
dx

to the j, term from here on, and we have used Ampere's law to relate

j, to B. An integration of Eq. (2) with the approximate initial

condition u = 0 gives

BU (o (3)

where D(o), the initial magnetic field is related to I, the total

channel current, through

I B(o) (4)

The transverse momentum equation is
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- aG=2TCn (5)

and, since !L< the current conservation equation reduces to

UL 0 W(x (6)

The tensor Ohm's law, including electron diffusion is

a (11+ a x g+ 1In).j + jx~ (7)
e n

so here =P ,and t3 is the Hall parameter, which varies with plasma

density as

B (8)
en

Solving Eq. (7) for the current components, and imposing the

approximate condition 1 g 0 (to be verified later), plus al n 0,ax

I+ 0 j ByF kT Oln n) (9)

+ 1 Hy -uB + kT ln (10)

one of which can be replaced by
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Substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (5), and using Eq. (8) for , we

obtain,

---- o - nw- = 2kT 1y (12)
dy

which integrates to

= ek y + const. (13)

In order to determine the constant in (13) we will impose the

condition that the anode current density equals the difference between

the arriving (retarded) electron current and the Bohm-limited arriving

ion current. This presupposes a negative anode drop, i.e., a

transverse voltage profile of the type shown in Fig. 2, and can be

written as:

eAVa

, n(o) [ Je kT-v,] (14)

where c = V 8kT/(m%) and u = j kT6 / 1 • For cases where AV@ turns

out to be positive (only very near onset conditions), we will replace

(14) by

i.M. V
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=ea(OAL (15)

and neglect the smal retarded ion current. Both (14) and (15) can be

written together as

J7= en (0) (16)

where d' is a function of hVg whose definition is obvious fromn Eqs.

(14) and (15). Solving (16) for n(o), we can use this as an initial

condition in Eq. (13), with the result

ne() ekT Y (17)

For use in the axial equations, we need the transversally averaged

density. This can be explicitly found fromn (17) as

a ek { ((IL~ + BI 3udl, (4L,])(83 2 ekT ekT J2  
-1(8

Turning now to the y-couponent of ohm's law (Eq. 10), we notice

first of all that

~- aBI - 2 kT lnn (9
a J F JW dy(9
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where we have made use of Eqs. (8) and (12). Eq. (10) then reduces to

= -- = I +. + kT Oln n (20)Er dy a e;_

and, if the cathode potential is taken to be zero, we can integrate to

obtain the voltage across the plasma core as (with reference to Fig. 2)

V -Avg -AVe ( +aL+f d +i ln d (21)a e n(o)

or

V = ,V. + AV, + ( L + + y- ln(l + c d) (22)
a 2e lkT d

Eqs. (1), (3), (16), (18) and (22) constitute at each i a set of

five algebraic equations in the unknowns n, u, jV, n(o) and AV,

(through c), provided AV, is regarded as a given quantity (here taken

to be independent of x), and provided B(o) (or I) and V are both

specified. If this set can be solved for each value of 5 between i(o)

and a value to be assigned to the chanel end (we will take this to be

zero, as in Ref. (1) ), then the spacial variable x can be calculated

through integration of Ampere's law:

B(o)
x dB _ (23)

and, in particular, the full channel length is
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B(o) di. (24)

0 ;4 1

More rationally, L would be a specified channel dimension, and

only one of the electrical terminal properties (I or V) would be given.

This will require a global iteration in which terminal values are tried

until the proper length is achieved.

3. Method of Solution

From continuity and momentum:

and

n- =(26)

These expressions can be substituted into Eq. (18), resulting in a

relationship linking j, with B and AV. (through ct ). Algebraic

rearrangement yields a cubic equation for jW, which can be compacted

to the form

t3 + at + b = 0 (27)

where

a= 4(l - ) (28)
3
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b =-(I1+ 2q +19 1O+-6 (9

= 12kT 1(30)

and, after solution for to

-1 R~. -'i 2 (31)48kT

Since j7 >0, the cub~ic discriminant T-+ y-can be shown from (28)

and (29) to be positive, which indicates a single real root for Eq.

(27). This root is

= - + a3 + , 31 + - ]1a/3 (32)
4 27 2 4 27

The algorithm for solution now involves the following steps:

(1) Prescribe I, H, L, d, .k, AVO

(2) Guess V

(3) Select values of 5 between 1(o) =i YI/H and o

(4) At each f, guess fly1 , calculate e1

(5) Compute #, a, b and go leading to J,

(6) Compute V from Eq. (21). If not right, modify AVy , return to

(4)

(7) When converged, update i by A!.B i, advance x by

Ax - AB

04 J
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(8) Continue toB= 0, obtain L = x ( 0)

(9) If L not right, modify V, return to (2).

(10) Iterate to convergence.

4 Conditions for Onset

As I is increased at a fixed m, it will be found that the

increased cross-force 3B leads to a progressive reduction of density

at the anode (n(o)), requiring a reduction of the retarding potential

drop (a less negative AV6 ) in order to satisfy the increased J, demands

(See sq. (14)). An alternative is for j, itself to be reduced, but,

clearly, this cannot happen over the whole channel length, since the

net I is increased; it my happen, however, over the central portion of

the channel, where u B nearly cancels the whole core field, but u B is

small at the channel ends, where either u or B are small. As a

consequence, we obtain a progressive redistribution of current towards

the two ends of the channel, with AVe simultaneously becoming zero or

positive over the center, and negative only over smaller and smaller

sections near the ends. These sections have axial thicknesses of the

order of the channel length divided by the magnetic Reynolds number

based on length, and are therefore rather narrow. Thus, the eventual

consequence is an inability for the channel as a whole to deliver the

prescribed current, a steepening of V(I) and a saturation of I.

Clearly, any further increase in current must imply a radically

different conduction mechanism, most likely in the form of highly

erosive vacuum arcs on the most loaded parts of the anode, so as to

i, ,ii6V
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provide extra ms through which the current my channel itself. This

is the "onset" condition.

In terms of our model, we can obtain (following Ref. (1) ) a

simple condition for onset by noting that n(o) becomes then much

smaller than n or n(d). In Sq. (17) this means that the first term

inside the root is negligible, and then 9q. (18) simplifies to

V L1 J (33)3 ekT

Solving for j and using (25) and (26),

a:9ekU6 (34)
om d' is [1(0) 2- is

This explicit relationship between , and B can then be inserted

into Sq. (24) and integrated. Rearranging the result we obtain:

I? 2 945 ekT LUP

For fixed channel dimensions, and ignoring the relatively weak

variations of T and a, this relationship has the form

It. 71
it m4 = const
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which is very close to the experimentally observed onset condition

- const. (and, incidentally, also to the similar expression

obtained by equating the exit velocity to the Alfven critical

ionization velocity).

As an example, we have used values close to those that would apply

to a standard Princeton MPD thruster (with some uncertainty about the

appropriate channel width d to be used for a coaxial geometry):

H = 2v x5 cn L = 15 c d = Ra- R = 8cm

T = 30,000 K a = 8000 I-l/1 (Argon).

For A = 6 g/sec, we then calculate an "onset" current of 14,900

Amp. This is somewhat lower, but of the saew order as those measured

experimentally (20-25 KA).

In performing numerical calculations using the more general (below

onset) conditions, we have indeed observed current saturation at a I

value corresponding very closely with that given by Eq. (35). These

calculations are reported in the next section.

5. Sanle Results Below Onset

To illustrate the features of MPD flows, we have obtained

numerical results from the theory explained in Sections 2 and 3 for two

examples, defined an follows:

Case A: Argon gas, i = 6 g/sec
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T = 20,000 K a = 8000 01/m

K = 31.4 ca d = 8 ca L = 11.2 ca

Case B: Argon Gas & = 6 g/sec

T = 20,000 K a = 5000 0-/a

H = 31.4 co d = 5 cm L = 27.8 cm

The calculated onset current, from Eq. (35) is 13.6 KA in Case A

and 23.03 KA in Case B, the difference being mostly due to the narrower

gap (d) in Case B.

For Case A, Fig. 3 shows the axial distribution of the negative

anode drops at three current levels, one of which is very near onset.

Notice that for the given conditions the anode "floating potential"

(i.e., the AV@ for which j, = 0 according to Eq. (14) is -8.05 Volt.

We see in fig. 3 that at 10 KA, and even at 12.5 KA, AV2 stays within 1

volt of this level, whereas, as we come very close to the onset

current, AVg rapidly approaches zero or even reverses sign (although

this happens so near onset that calculations are difficult in that

case). The same trend is even more clearly apparent for Case B, in

Fig. 6. One can also notice the survival of the large negative anode

drop (even near onset) in the channel-end regions. This is where the

back emf Ux3 is small, and the anode still has to keep up its barrier

to counteract nearly the full interelectrode potential. The Magnetic

Reynolds numbers based of the width of these regions (about lcm in

either case) is about 0.5, as was to be expected. The length-based

magnetic Reynolds numbers are 7 and 14 for Cases A and B respectively.

Fig. 4 presents current density results for Case A. As shown, the
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center region of the channel is relatively unaffected as the net

current increases, since the corresponding channel voltage increase is

being compensated by a similar increase in AV,. On the other hand, the

end regions are strongly affected, and, to a first approximation can be

seen to collect all of the extra current as one approaches onset. The

same trends can be seen in Fig. 7 for Case B. Of course, the current

peak at the downstream end is to be interpreted as a "bottled-up"

reflection of what normally would be a two-dimensional current

distribution extending into the plume; we have forced it back into the

channel by imposing B = 0 at the exit plane.

Figs 5 and 8 (Cases A and B respectively) sumarize the salient

trends versus total current. Shown are:

(a) The total transverse voltage. Notice the similar shapes in

both cases, with a sharp upturn as the onset current V' is approached.

(b) The negative anode drop (at mid-channel), showing the

constant value, close to floating potential, up to about 90% of V ,

followed by the rapid drop (or increase in + AV,). Even if the

absolute value of the computed AV% may be unrealistic, due to the

neglect of near-wall excess Ohmic losses, this trend should be

observable at currents approaching P.

(c) The plasma densities at the anode and cathode walls (at

mid-channel). Here one sees, first of all, the general reduction of n

as current increases, which is due to the higher velocity produced and

the constancy of is and A. But, more interestingly, Figs. 5 and 8 show
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the dramatic departure of g 0 0g from nATN00g as I approaches I x , and,

in fact, the approach of r100g to zero at I'. Due to this radical

redistribution of mass, the near-cathode density actually stops falling

with current in the regime near V .

6. Conclusions

The results presented above indicate several interesting facts:

(a) The symptoms of "onset" are largely absent up to some 90 of

the onset current, which shows the desirability of operation fairly

close to I'.

(b) The anode drop should remain nearly constant along the

channel length, except at currents near 1'. This indicates that simple

models based on an "equipotential" anode should be acceptable for

I S 0.9 P.

(c) The rapid increase of 4Vr predicted near onset should be

observable by probing the plasma potential near the anode surface.

This should constitute a strong verification of the line of modeling

taken here and in Ref. 1.

(d) A similar coment applies to the near-anode density, whose

rapid decrease with current near onset should be detectable

spectroscopically or by means of probes. This has, in fact, been done,

by Rudolph (Ref. 2).

1. Baksht, F.G., MoizheS B. Ya. and Rybakov, A.V., "Critical
Regime of a Plasma Accelerator", Zhurnal Tekhnickeskoi Fiziki, Vol.
43, pp 2568-2573, Dec. 1973.

IWO=,
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2. Rudolph, L.K., Jahn, R.G. and Von Jaskowaky, W.F., "Onset
Pbencnm in Self-Field WPD Arcs". AIMA paper 78-6W3, April 1978.
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Appendix 2

In this Appendix, a two-dimensional induction equation for MPD

channels will be developed and used in a local description of the

thruster entrance.

For this work, the plasma is modeled as a steady, fully ionized,

single temperature gas characterized by a constant electrical

conductivity, a, and a Hall parameter, 0, which is proportional to the

magnetic induction B and inversely proportional to the gas density, p:

a = Constant ; 3:c ! (c
p e

where ih is the ionic mass and e is the fundamental charge. The plasma

is assumed to follow the ideal gas law, P = 2n kT, where 2n, = n. + n

is the total number density, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the

plasma temperature. Experimental data I and theory I have shown that

the electron temperature varies slowly throughout most of the discharge

except in the initial ionization region. Therefore the discharge is

assumed to be isothermal. This approximation is also justifiable due

to the large electron thermal conductivity and the excess available

ionization and excitation energy found in the MPD, but it is ultimately

just a convenient device to facilitate the analysis.

The generalized Ohm's law can be written as

a (J' + V!P) = 3 + 3 +J " ' = + x (2)en
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where j = H I/B and 0 is the Hall parameter, G is the mean mass

velocity vector, 8 is the magnetic induction vector, I is the electric

field and 3 is the current density.

We will also make use of the conservation equations for mass and

momentum, as well as of Ampere's law and I - field irrotationality.

For a two-dimensional geometry, with OZ perpendicular to the plane of

the flow and OX along the channel axial direction, these are

V-Pa = 0 (3)

P(G.V)a - V (p + !--) (4)

j=vx- ; I= BI (5)

vx = 0 (6)

In Eq. (4), the Lorentz force 3 x I has been converted to a

magnetic pressure gradient - V(B"/2U ). An entirely similar

transformation gives for the Hall field in Eq. (2).

j X J3 x = - -- V (,L-) (7)
a en, 2p(7

and using the momentum equation,

, x 1 p (5 .V) a + v(2nkT)] (7b)
O en,

Substituting this into Ohm's law (Eq. (2))
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0(01 + v(n, kT) = + a [ p(a.v)g + 2v(nikT)] (8)

en, en

It can be seen that the effect of the electron pressure gradient

term in Ohm's law is to cancel 1/2 of the similar term appearing on the

right hand side as a consequence of the Hall field (more generally, in

a partially ionized gas, it would cancel the vPg and leave the

V(P + P,) part). We can rewrite Eq. (8) as

=
-=(j.y) O - kT v In n] (9)
e e

where the (-) sign in the vln n1 term is to be carefully noted.

It is useful to think of the whole bracketed term in Eq. (9) as

the effective electric field. This field contains parts which are

irrotational, plum others which are of the form i x ( ). We can obtain

this separation by noting that (a-v)g = V(ul/2) + 4 x 5, where U is the

flow vorticity, r = v x a. Using also = -v + a x B ( = electric

potential), we obtain

j = a [- V(4+ U + !T In n ) + a x (B + L- )] (10)
2e e e

Notice here the grouping together of I and L , both of which
e

are vectors along OZ. It is interesting that the ion gyro frequency 0

is eB/n , so that
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*

Eq. (10) is a convenient point of departure for obtaining the

induction equation. for this purpose we take the curl of both sides

and use

v x j L -- x v x s =- v

and

v x (N x 3) = a(v.§) + (3.v)i - (i.v)3 - 3(v- )

-(i-v)I + 1- IP
p P

with an entirely similar expression for v x (a x C). Here we have used

the two-dimensionality to cancel the term (3.v)i. With these

substittons, the induction equation is found as

I + &- a- = )( e (12)
000 P

At high Magnetic Reynolds number (R = Maul), Eq. (12) indicates

that the quantity - (B + -) is convective (conserved along ap e
streamline). Alternatively, we may say that is convective.

P
Under some conditions - itself way also be convective or constant,

i.e., when the flow is uniform in a cross-section; in such cases, - is

a convective quantity too, and this property will be exploited in

theoretical work now in preparation.
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To conclude this section we note that an alternative form of the

induction equation can be obtained by straightforward application of

the curl operator to Eq. (2), with the result, in two dimensions,

72 g + - ] W ) (13)

where the bracketed term is equivalent to the tern a jp(9.v) (e-) in

Eq. (12), and indicates that whenever B and 0 (or B and n,) are

functionally related, such that the corresponding gradients are

aligned, we will then have pure convection of vorticity (convective 2).
P

2. The Inlet Region

The propellant is injected at low speed through the backplate of

an MPD thruster. As long as (a) the momentum term in Eq. (4) is small

compared to either the Lorentz force or the pressure gradient, and (b)

the back esf, uB, remains small compared to the applied field, then the

general Ohm's law (Eq. (10)) reduces to

- v(# + M ln n1 ) (14)

while the momentum equation reduces, to first order, to

2n kT + - const. (15)

and (as can be seen by taking the curl of (14)), the induction equation
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reduces to

vIB = 0 .16)

Note that Eq. (16) does not necessarily imply a constant Hall

parameter 3. The reason the bracketed term in the more general form

Eq. (13) is now absent is that, to order fP u , B and n, are indeed
Bt /2 p o '

functionally related (through the hydrostatic balance (15)). It is an

interesting fact that the very simple law (16) for B is found to apply

even in the presence of potentially large Hall parameter gradients.

Using Eq. (7b), Ohm's law (14) becomes

3+3 x ( a) oR (17)

indicating an effective Hall parameter reduced by 1/2 due to the

electron diffusion effect.

There are several issues we would like to explore in connection

with this inlet region:

(1) The corner singularites in B, i.e., current concentrations,

due to the action of the Hall effect. This is similar to the known

current concentration effect on the downstream edge of cathode segments

in MHD channels, except that in the case of an accelerator (uB < E,)

the concentration will be at the upstream cathode edge.

(2) The redistribution of mass in response to the lateral j x 9

force as it develops away from the back plate (at the back plate

"0 -1
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itself, 3 x I is purely axial, though).

(3) The ionization and heating effects associated with flow

entrance.

Effects (2) and (3) are for now deferred, and we will concentrate

on effect (1) above. For this purpose, Laplace's equation (Eq. 16)

mst be solved with appropriate boundary conditions. In formulating

these boundary conditions, we will assume nonzero, but constant Hall

parameter 0. This is permissible because only the cathode corner is of

interest, and the fact that the value of 0 or the anode wall may be

different (higher) is of little significance, because very little

current will in fact go to the upstream anode corner. In what follows

we will implicitly assume a constant Hall parameter f of the order of

(1/2) the value at the cathode corner.

For solution, this section of the MPD will be modeled as a

constant area channel at a constant potential (Fig. 1). In the absence

of strongly variable sheaths, the tangential electric field at the

anode and the cathode is zero. Additionally, at axial distances far

from the backplate, the axial electic field goes to zero and the

transverse electric field goes to V/h. These assumptions lead to the

boundary conditions for the channel

at (x,y) = (0,y)

1 _BJ11= 3- = 0

at (x,y) = (x,O),(x,h)

8B OB

at (x,y) = (x .. ,y)
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a~l h

h

where uB has been retained despite the inconsistency with the basic

assumptions explained above, since this solution is then valid for a

constant-velocity, constant 0 channel.

This is a well posed elliptic formulation that can be readily

solved. In the complex representation, the complex variables are

expressed as

z = x+iy

B B + it (19)

The complex magnetic field and the magnetic field in real coordinates

can be connected through the definition of the complex derivative

cd OB .OB dB dw (0- - 1 i _ (a0

Equation(20) shows that the magnetic field gradient consists of two

parts, one relating the original coordinate system (z) to a new mapped

system (w) and another describing the variation of the complex field in

The mapping part of the solution can be facilitated by the

Schwartz-Christoffel Transformation. This provides a simple mechanism

for converting the semi-infinite region defined in the real (z-plane)
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to the upper half of the complex (w-plane) bounded by the real axis

(see Fig. 2)
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This transformation is accomplished using the function

w = cosh ( z(21)

Construction of an analytic function relating the complex magnetic

field to the coordinate system in the v-plan, requires mapping the

boundary conditions from the z-plane to the v-plane. In the z-plane,
A

the boundary conditions on 11can be obtained readily from Eqs. (18)dz

and (20):

Anode and Cathode: Arg ()2Arg(l - i13) v 1 - tan~
dz

Backplate: Arg z~

the mapping (21) subtracts o on the anode, on the backwall and vi

on the cathode, leaving the arguments shown in Fig. 3, which can be

mathematically expressed an

along AD' : arg(d-) = if - tan-'#dw

along D'B' : arg(R-) =
dw

along B'D' : arg(a-) = - tan 1f (22)

If the analytic function
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dw =K(w -)(w + 1) (3

is selected with K being a complex constant, the coefficients a and v

and the argument of K can be related in order to satisfy (22), and are

and found to be equal to

CE=- 1 tan (24)
2 ii

I1 1 taw "d (25)

A 1

arg (K) = w(I - a) (26)

Using Eq. 20 it can then be shown that

A 2
d5K (tn i!UtaP (ff taw'P
dz 1- 1 e (tank 2 (27)

Solving for the real and imaginary parts of Eq. (27), and referring to

Eq. (20), the partial derivatives of the magnetic induction can be

derived as follows

(cosos(tn-1)( 2 ( hn(Z
[cos k cos(ta'13)l - tan
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Of9hg-)cos(hZ )) 9-0( Csin( h
y 1 Iosh(L) 'os X Isinh()

(28)

for x *,the constant IKI can be calculated from the boundary

conditions, Eq. (18), and in found to be

m 4ah~l + fu)-II(29)ul

III h (9

The above results show that a closed form solution for B my not be

possible; however, these results are exact expressions for the

components of the current density vector. At the insulator backplate,

ii 0

a(l + u)-dZ) (t2tanD (30)

The distribution of jv along the backplate can be seen in Fig. 4. The

anticipated singular region is seen at the cathode root. Similarly,

* along the anode (y=0O)

(2tan- ,Q
j, -a I+ OR-(. -B ah(x), f

(2tan-I3

jr= a(l + 0 )-1 (1 - uB)[t,,,(gx)] " (31)
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and along the cathode (y=h)

2tan10l

(2tan1

31 (l + )-I(.! - UB) (coth(E)J A (32)

The distribution of current at the anode and the cathode is diagramed

in figs. 5 and 6.

It has been shown that a very smple model of the entrance region

of the MPD can be constructed that has a limited range of validity but

demonstrates the singular nature of the channel current distribution.
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Appendix 3

Simultaneous Hall and Magnetic Convection Effects

Consider a rectangular channel (Fig. 1) of length L, height W

and depth H, with infinitely segmented electrode walls and bounded by

electrical insulators at

w y,

-tA 4-j~r

Co. A'L J L All -

c 4ANe@ s L ri bQ.

its ends. A fluid of constant conductivity a and Hall parameter B

is assumed to flow in the channel at a constant velocity u. We define

as a reference non-dimensional quantity the Magnetic Reynolds number

R 0 o u L (1)

where j o 4w x 10- (MKS units) We also normalize distance as

W
L L ' w L (2)

If we impose the degign condition that the current vector

j be everywhere transverse (j - 0), it can be shown that the

151 Ir
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j component and the potential 0 with respect to the cathode tip are

given by

y 0 e R~i (3)

and

uB QL 8-R(l- 4K - T1 2 + ~e(4
1-eR 2R

where B 0is the magnetic field at x -0, related to the total

current I by

I - B (5)
40 0

Eq. 3 shows that, if R >> 1, most current will concentrate in

the last 1/R fraction of the channel length.

a.a

IL I 2 Ai4Obf As CAv~nepe

VOL IA & C I ;# t TrAo A)U4*L
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If there is substantial overlap between the anode and cathode

voltage. (Fig. 2), i.e., if
voltagesW

Rw oa uW

>> ----R M - -R(6)
1- 1c -e

then the required voltage distribution could be approximated using

a single external supply by externally interconnecting points on

the anode and cathode which must be at equal potentials. This is

schematized in Figs. 3 and 4, where a six-segment construction

would result. The dotted

lines in Fig. 4 indicate

A- external shorting wires.

3 - % Notice the total channel

54L current is I - 6 1ext.,

where Iext is the power
0

supply current, while the
FitG . 3 , ?O 'sJ*'" q; a-4e.,

U-2¢ . e-'-. r-44 be external voltage Vex is

6(V + AV + ), where Vy ,t A~ +Aa c y

is the channel voltage, and

AV and AV are the near-
a c

electrode voltage drops. The

fractional voltage drop is

%, it e- . Ithe same as in a direct connec-

- tion, since both the plasma and

i c. . AoCt-CoPJScr ot and the electrode drops are

£CHetAI'v P0r F16, A multiplied six times.

.......... a i k ka
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Scaling and Numerical Estimates.

The Hall parameter B can be estimated as follows:

a-- B = -"O u W- (7)ee

e m

where full ionization has been assumed, and B has been used0

for B, since the magnetic field tends to fall mostly near the

exit. Condition ( 6) becomes

~ _(e/mi)

; I -R (8)m 1l-e

-R
For Argon, assuming e << 1, this is

>2.4 KA

.4(g/sec) ()

This can be compared to an "onset" criterion; for Argon, an

approximate condition for stability is

-- < 8 2 ( K A ) 2

n , (g/sec) (10)
m

Assuming a - 4000 mho/m, u - 6000 m/sec, W - 2 cm, Eq.( 7)

gives

(g/sec)
- imm
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Fig. -5 shows conditions ( 9) and ( 10) together with some

constant-B lines. It can be seen from this figure that sufficient

overlap exists for m below some 2 g/sec, even if the ordinary onset

condition is not exceeded (of course, segmentation is intended as a

means to exceed that condition). Incidentally, for the same conditions,
-R

R z 30 L(m.), so that for L > 7 cm the assumption e << 1 is justified.

This analysis shows that axial current can be suppressed by appro-

priate voltage distributions on the electrode walls, and that such

distributions can be approximated by cross-connected segmentation,

using still a single power supply. It also shows, however, that the

bunching up of current at the channel exit will persist if R >> 1;

for an open channel end, this would manifest itself as current lines

"ballooning" into the plume.

,,t/1//I
/0

-- / , l mc,,

0 I 2 3

... . > . r " .- s .. . . .'44 ,-/ '" PO C H" d ". ,

4M 1 ~~~~fI ) , 4 ~40&aY ' JMFI Fd

*a~4V I JV /,4 L.- .Y .*.--6
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NOMENCLATURE

B Magnetic induction

Electric field

e • Electron charp

h Plank constant

Current density

Thermal conductivity

Wave number

k Boltzmann constant

ne  Electron number density

ni  Positive ion number density

nn  Neutral number density

Te  Electron temperature

Ti Positive ion temperature

T9 Neutral particle temperature

t Time

Electron velocity

Positive ion velocity

x Coordinate

y Corrdinate

Pap 10



Greek:

is Hall parameter
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Electric conductivity
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION

High specific impulse with moderate thrust density and relative operational

simplicity are the main features of the quasi-steady electromagnetic plasma accelerators

(Magnetoplasmadynamics MPD Thrusters). In previous research, various schemes of

application of external magnetic field and geometric variations were tested.[1] One

particular concept which uses coaxial geometry, high current, flow rate in millisecond

pulses and no external magnetic field[2.3]. however, is the prime interest in this

country. Considerable progress has been made in the design, operation and diagnosis

of these thrusters. Still, two areas must be progressed and developed in order to

bring these features of the thruster into functional reality. They are (i) to increase

efficiency [4] and (ii) to increase lifetime [5] of the accelerator. In the last decade

many test data regarding the operation limitations of the accelerator have been

accumulated. Most of them are on the self-field, coaxial type[6.7) mentioned above.

(Figure 1.1, 1.2 & 1.3) Important efforts have also been made in the research of its

lifetime. Not much data, however, has been collected. More efforts are now

underway [8].

Regarding the performance limitation analysis, one-dimensional flow models [9]

have provided hints about improvements of geometrical contouring. but the essentially

two-dimensional phenomena at onset of fluctuations, which affects the attainable

efficiency[10], cannot be addressed by these analysis. Some theories [ll] attempt to

correlate the onset phenomena by invoking the "Alfven" limiting velocity in a

dimensional manner. Highly simplified two-dimensional theories have also been

developed, [12] but geometrical shape of the thruster still remains to be the deciding

factor.

Page 12



A physically illuminating analysis by Baksht, et al (131 postulated that the

side force, resulting from axial Hall current, reduces the near-anode plasma density.

Then. current saturation will be reached when the whole anode has positive electric

potential relative to the plasma. Therefore, other phenomena must occur if higher

current is demanded.

Other phenomena accompanying current satuation are full ionization & high

Hall parameter near the anode, and partial ionization but high electron & neutral

number density near the cathode. These microscopic properties suggest that the

analysis of local instability (microscopic instability) might provide answers for the

global onset situation. Since the Hall parameter and electron density play a major

role in local stability. More understanding regarding those parameters is needed.

Therefore, this thesis will discuss the local instability of the plasma inside

the coaxial accelerator. In particular, a small disturbance's propagation through the

plasma of uniform background will be the focus of our attention. Instabilities

resulting from ionization and field variations will also be discussed in the later

chapters.
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CHAPTER II PROPAGATION OF DISTURBANCES THROUGH THE PLASMA

WITH PARTIAL IONIZATION. CONSTANT TEMPERATURE & CONSTANT

INDUCED MAGNETIC FIELD

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Global parameters such as electron temperature, density are important as

premims for the formulation of our local analysis since they determne the

background properties. Before starting, we must have some knowledge regarding the

global situation.

Baksht. et al [13] analyzed the onset phenomena for a simple slender

channel geometry by assuming constant temperature and full ionization throughout the

plasma. The constant temperature approximation is substantiated by the measurements

made by K. Rudolph [10] and P.J. Turchi [14], but full ionization can only be

reached in some particular regions of the thruster.

Based on other measurements regarding the electron density and temperature.

the plasma is at a density level one to two orders of magnitude below the Saha

equilibrium density.' Therefore. bulk recombination is very unlikely to compete with

the diffusion of charged particles to the wall of the thruster. (recombination can

only occur at the wall)

See appendix I
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Radiation recombination is certainly present, but the process is slow in

comparison with diffusion. It might have some effects on the local stability, but in

this chapter, our prime interest is to set up a simple model, so we can investigate

the basic response to small disturbances created inside the plasma. Also, because of

its comparison with particle diffusion rate, we can safely ignore radiation recombination

here.

Induced magnetic field is actually varying with time and space, as stated

by Maxwell's equations. These variations are first assumed to be slow and negligible

in the dimensions of interest, so it is assumed here that masnetic field is constant.

The effect of varying magnetic field will be discuss in the next chapter.

So, our first model for analysis should follow the guidelines of the

classical glow discharge theory of Schottky.[15] where bulk electron collision

ionization is mainly balanced by ambipolar diffusion. The net ain of electron in

ionization process is caused only by disturbances. In the global energy balance, all

energy obtained by the plasma from external sources (by means of joule heating)

should be balanced by losses due to particle collisions.
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2.2 CALCULATIONS

2.2.1 ASSUMPTIONS

From the global picture of the plasma mentioned above, we can extract

some assumptions, and proceed with our analysis accordingly.

1. Constant temperature throughout the plasma.

2. Plasma is partially ionized but no net ain of electrons by the

ionization process. (No steady-state ion densities time variations)

3. Constant magnetic field. (no space & time variations)

4. Positive ion and neutral possess the same value of temperature.

which remains constant but differs from the electron temperature.

2.2.2 GOVERNING EQUATIONS

For the plasma of interest, the electrons have very rapid motion relative to

the ions and neutrals(heavy species). simply because the mass of the electron is

substantially smaller than that of the heavy species. Also. the energy transfer by

electrons, by whatever means, is faster than any other species. So it is appropriate to

consider the energy balance of the electrons only.

The energy input to the electron by Joule heating ( .J / ) is balanced

on averaSe by the collisional losses between the electrons and ions. (at moderate

ionization fractions, electron-ion collisions are much more frequent than electron-neutral

collisions) However, in the area where disturbances occur, the excess energy given by
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the imbalac proces will fuel the ionization procen Thus. the energy equation

becomK

__o 3 (,2.1)

where e - e/rnm cAL is the collision frequency between the electrons and

ions. And t. - is the mobility, is the Hall parameter.

Electron temperature is much higher than the positive ion and neutral

temperature because of its rapid random motion, so Te-Tg -T6

After rearranging the energy equation, it yields,

I3 _ (2.2)

Also, the momentum chanas of the electrons are governed by Ohm's Law.

(electron momentum equation)

. ., (2.3)
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Since constant magnetic field is assumed. Maxwell's equations, which govern

the electromagnetic relations of the charged particles, reduce to the form.

~7~& ~(2.4)

(2.5)

2.2.3 CALCULATION PROCESS

Defcre we rearrange the equations, let us set up the coordinate system

The diswarbancs ame asumed to be of a plane wave form propagating at any random

direction. We f ix our coordinates as follow: ( Figure (2.1) ) The angle is the

angle betwe the direction of the propagaton of the disturbances. and the steady

state (background) current flowing direction.

By applying the two Maxwell's equations (2.4. 2.5). we deduced that,

Jx Constant

E- Constant

(there is no variations along the wave front. i.e C3,

Let us denote the quantities in the background state by the bracket .

For example, the current density to the zero'th order will be reprented by -cJ >.
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From the assumptions mentioned above. we also found that there is no

background time variations. i.e. c~ < > --0 0. Since electron temperature and

magnetic field are. assumed constant. every quantity related to these two parameters

carries the same value as the background situation. One of those quantities is

conductivity of the plasma. In the regime which we are interested in. the collision

process is dominated by Cloumb collisions. The conductivity under this condition is

almost only a function of electron temperature. as appeared in the Spttze formula,

is3.

We approximate A- as a constant for our analysis. taking Ln A~-6 .we

obtain

0- - 2.55 x 10-3 Te. (2.6)
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The disturbances are assumed to be small in magnitude in comparison with

the backvgound quantities. We therefore can write.

J = < i '.+ J

(J has two components. Jx & Jy

l+

-C +- C

is the first order variation (perturbed variation), and so

After all these substitutions have been made in the governing equations

(2.2, 2.3. 2.4 and 2.5). and the zero'th order terms cancelled out, we obtain the first

order perturbation equation

~j~j3 = -- -*(2.7)

where " = is the square of the isothermal speed of sound in

the ionized gas (also called the Bohn velocity).

Vi is the voltage (energy) required for the ionization process for a

particular substance. (Argon. for example)

_ f
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2.3 RESULTS

To solve the differential equation, we assume,

-- =- - .. (2.8)

where

If LA is positive, the disturbances will die out as time propses, in

other words, it will not propapte through the whole plasma, and so the system will

be stable. The deciding factor in ,1 is

"I + < > (Z S (2.9)

The variations of this factor due to the changes of the current angle and

the value of the Hall parameter are plotted in figure (2.2) and figure (2.3).
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2.4 CONCLUSIONS

If the direction of the wave vector (direction of the propagation of the

disturbances) falls between the direction of the current flow and electric fieid.

stability occurs. It is also known that high Hall parameter means that the current

flow direction is further deviated from the electric field vector, and this occurs at

relatively low electron density in the case of constant induced magnetic field.

In figure (2.4), the situation falls into the stability category. In the high

Hall parameter region, current density is higher than the two adjacent regions. As a

result, energy deposition by means of Joule heating ( J2 / 0- ) will increase, and

consequently the ionization rate will go up. More electrons will then fill the

originally low density regions. thus, the discrepancy will ease. Uniform background

can then be prueve. In our calculations, the angles of current flow which fell

into this regime (0' to 90": 180* to 270) did exhibit stability at any value of the

Hall parameter.

Conversely. in the case of figure (2.5). Joule heating in the originally low

density regions will decrease. The discrepancy of electron density will then be

magnified, and so the uniform background would be destroyed. As proved by our

analysis, the directions of current flow which had the angle between 90 to 180'.

270 to 360 relative to the wave vector were the unstable region.
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Another conclusion from the stability condition (equation 2.9)

[ 2+< A > SIN( 2 ) I > 0

is that the threshold value of the Hall parameter is 2 (corresponding to the worst

orientation. & -135 ). It serves as a reference point. The value of < > is

considered to be high if it has a value greater than two. to be low otherwise.

In the "Barrel" luminous region of the MPD Arcjet observed by K.

Rudolph (10] at the onset of fluctuations, the Hall parameter did exceed 2. (it

reached 10 in that region) This suggested that local instability could have an effect

on the phenomena of the onset of fluctuations. However, more refined analysis (to

be presented later) indicates that heat conduction should provide some damping in

the regime of interest.
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CHAPTr= III PROPAGATION OF DISTURBANCES WITH PARTIAL

IONIZATION, CONSTANT TEMPERATURE BUT VARYING MAGNETIC FIELD

3.1 INTRODUCTION

In chapter two, we proved that local instabilities could contribute some

effects to the global onset phenomena. The imbalance between the Joule heating and

the collisional losses by the electrons will camse instability. But there are other

mechanisms which can cause instabilities or stabilize the existing problem. So in this

chapter. we will explore the effects of the wavelength dependence in wave

propagation.

We neglected the variations of induced magnetic field in last chapter for

simplicity. But in some cases, their associations with the growth of instabilities might

be important. Specifically. a space varying magnetic field might not be able to

penetrate through the whole plasma, since the "skin effect" will act as a damping

force against the penetration. This will cause a wavelength dependent damping, where

certain disturbances, whose wavelengths are of the order of some characteristic values

associated with the skin depth with growth time, will die out preferentially. Since

the normal size of the MPD device's dimension is of the order of 10-1 to 10-2

meters, the disturbances of interest to us must be of this order.

As stated earlier, the magnetic field is actually varying with time and

space, as expressed in Maxwell's equations. So we will keep every assumption the

same as in chapter II except the magnetic field. Thus we can analyze the effects of

the wavelength damping.
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3.2 CALCULATIONS

3.21 ASSUMPTIONS

We maintain every assumption in chapter two except that the magnetic

field has time and space dependence.

1. Constant temperature throughout the plasma.

2. Plasma is partially ionized but no net pin of electrons or

positive ions by the ionization process. (No time variations in

ions densities)

3. Ions and neutrals possess the same value of temperature, which

remains constanL

4. The magnetic field has space and time dependence.

3.2.2 GOVERNING EQUATIONS

We start off with the same energy equation as in chapter two, where

excess energy obtained by the imbalance between Joule heating and collisional losses

fuels the ionization process.

e i MCAA- .

The temperature difference between the electrons and heavy species is still

assumed to be large compared to the gas temperature. Thus,
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Te - Tg - Te

Substituting the proper expressions relating to ne . L., and /4. we get

71

VL~ie - (3.2)

A (Bohm velocity) is the square of the isothermal speed of sound in

ionized gaes

The electron momentum equation is

o,) 4 J (3.3)

With proper substitutions, it yields

Maxwell's equations which govern the electromagnetic effects between the

charged particles are.
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(3.6)

7 y" s.-i V 1(3.7)

3.2.3 CALCULATION PROCES

Since our interest is the wavelength dependence of the propagation of

disturbances, a plane wave form dependence of these quantities is assumed.

(3.8)

where tA. is constant with respect to time and space coordinates.

represents the quantity of interest.

The coordinate system is the same as in chapter I1. where the wave is

propagating along the x-axis. The angle & is defined as the angle between the

background current flow and the wave vector(direction of propagation). The magnetic

field vector will be perpendicular to the x-y plane. (Figure (2.1))
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Then.

!L (3.9)

" - (3.10)

Small disturbances are still assumed to eis. Every perturbed quauty s

tiny when compared to the backround state. For example:

< -,4
</ /e.>

As in last chapter. there is no vanations along the wave front. thnefore,

Q. -( for whatever quantity u represents.
U

RearrangMI the Maxwells equation (3.6. 3.7). we get

Jx - Constant

Again, every quantity in the background state is contant

<( j _ , ._ > . etc.) except the magieuc ftld. as appeared

--- A
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in the Mawell's equation (3.7)

The magnetic field's background state variation in space equals to the

average current flow density at that state: however, this needs not concern us.

because gradients of c B > do not appear in the formulation.

In this model our first order variables are 6/.E. 6$ , Other

variables such as , . etc.. are just dependent variables of the three mentioned

above.

Before we proceed any further, let us define some non-dimensional

quanutes in order to simplify the analysis.

The non-dimensional frequency will be defined.

,-,, ? - ___ _(3.11)

'pp
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where can be interpreted as the time for Ohmic dissipation to generate an

energy deuxity equal to the magnetic energy density.

The non-dimensional wave number,

1< (3.12

where i is the characteristic macroscopic variation length for B. such that a

cychc change of B with ,2' as the wavelength and with amplitude cB > would

pmeraw currents with amplitude < J >. The non-dimensional wave number \j can

ais b interpreted as the inverse of the magnetic Renold's number.
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Finally, the parameter mesuing the energy invested in the tonizatao

V , (3.13)

can be interpireted as the ratio of ionization potential to ohmic vol tWp

?4,is the magnetic permeability of free space. Mb.- 4 x 1O-7 in

SI Uim

From the y-direction component of the eletron marnescirn eqiua. we

(3.14)

After the zero'th order terms of the energy equastion are cancelled out. we

f ind
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A<p-- r/,' is ft n-dimesioau quantity for

Cambi u it with quaion (3.6) (3.9) (3.10) (3.11) (3.13) and (3.14). we p,.

Submutuig tie proper expresmaons into equation (3.7). it yields

i ; (3.1'7)

From Maxwell's equation (3. 5).

.~ - (3.16)
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Now, the final form of our governing equations are

where

A(1. 2)

A (2. 1)

A (2. 2) J .

A (2. 3)-- ('4

A(3. 1)-
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A (3. 2) .4 I- <j

For a non trivial problem. the determinant of the coefficient must equal

to zero. In the determinant, -afl is treated as variable, while the rest is considered

as input parameter.

Since plane wave dependence of the disturbances is asumed.

Lk (43 _

( .. L are constants.)

We notice that the disturbances will exhibit unstable behavior if the

imaginary part of .C- is neptive. ( 'is assumed to be real)
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Epmanding the determinant into a quadratic form. we et.

(3.19)
- L,4'-.[,,, _ 4'(W. . ,3', s,...,,) t

Our prime intermt here will be the imainary part of the unknown .1

Looking into the equation in more detail, let %a firt establish the

relationship between the oscillating part (C real) and the damping part (.CL

imajinary). By separaunS the equation into real and imagnary part and wting them

both equal to zero, we find

Z>

(3.20)
___ ---9..X -. < -' ' ,

(3.21)
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Rearranen equation (3.21). it yields

_ _ _ _ __3_Z,_ _)_(3.22)

Y5.

We focw our interest on the wost orinalioo repfdig stability (the

maPide of rj. unag is the lowest). so, by differentating the equatio with respect

to andsetting the derivative 0c (2j)-o. we find the ange of the

worst orientatom to be given by

-c,. _(3.23)

,< - . .

We further specify our point of interest to be the threshold situation

where the plum a is n neutral stability (zero gowth rate for the disturbances), i.e

,L I 0 So. the worst onentauons and the relation between the oscillaung

part and dampng part are

(3.24)
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f2~< - 4 > Cc< (3.25)

From equation (3.24). we mee that ICOT (2 t9) tends to Zero both At

shor waveegths ( k+>>1) and Ions wavelength ( c -1). At the value Y' -

J-f 7 7 )T o order ofuniy incasesof interest). (COT ( 2 ) poas

at

(COT ( 2 1 ]ma - y' / S'0. 2

Sine, As will be Meen, the range Of i' n the came ot interest is from about 7 to

700. it can be concluded that (COT (2 )-0 1 is a good approximation for

maxium growth. This lives *135*: the alternative choice '-45* leads to

minimum growth. Details of the variation of & worst for the range of wavelengths

from 1 mm to 0.1 m are given in figure (3.1).

Now, combining equations. we get a relation between the non-dimensional

wave numbor and the Hall parameter.

4o - 1'4 (3.26)
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We can see that at both limits where 4'is zero or approaching infinity

(both ezuemely short and long waves). the value of the critical Hall parameter is 2.

The long wavelength region ( ',4- 0 ) is one where the disturbances have

wavelengths larger than the distance -> ' required for the current to build up ihe

existing background mapetic field. Thus, for a self-field device. this region is of

dubious physical significance. The opposite limit ( -) 1. short wavelength) can be

interprted as follow: the penetration distance in a time '~for a current

disturbance in a plasm of conductuvuty -y- is

In our casem~ for unstable growth must be of the order of

4;.-

In terms of our dimensionless factors the growth Ks 2T S / ~ is

f ound to be

- - - - - -

Thus, when this growth is larger (and hence < - 2. as implied by

*1* equation (3.26) ). the penetration (diffusion) distance of the disturbances is much

greater than the propagation wavelength. This means that magnetic field disturbances
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will be minimal. which is the limit postlated in our earlier simple analysis. Details

are plotted in figure (3.2) for various values of W.
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313 RESULTS

First. let us state the typical background situation for the analysis.

Electron Temp. T - 20,000 K

Magnetic f ield B - 0.075 T

Current Density J - 5 x 105 Amp/rn2

Ionization potential V1  - 15.8 VOIL

Electric conductivity a- - 7212. A2/m2 V

So. the relations between those non-dimensional and real quantities will be.,

- .29 x 10-3i u

- 1.9094

~ 0. 75 / -

The wavelength of the wave is of the order of 1 mm to 0. 1 m. since the

dimension of the typial MPD devices are of the some order. will be 75 for

-,Nbeing Icm..andso the range of +1 is from 7 to 70.

Also. the value of 1,is in thermns of I to 3. As appeared in equation

(3.13). it depends on the conductivity -; , magnetic field B and the ionization

potential Vi. Examining the typical substances being used to generate the plasma. Vi

don not exceed 20. In order to achieve higher value of 1..either higher
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conductivity or lower magnetic field Is required. But for the cas of the self-field

MPD deview the value of B is related to the current density. Also, because the

plasma is in Coloumb collision dominated regime. the conductivity depends upon the

electron temperature and thus can be related to the current densty. In other words,

the parameter V,. is a function of current density.

T .

Since the onset phenomena limit the allowable currait density. ~

ranges only from 1 to 3 for the existing operation regime

So. the only relevant region of figure (3.2) is for gr' eater than 49

and '6, ranging from I to 3. I.e the flat pert of the graph where the critcal Hall

perameter is nearly 2. We find that damping due to magnetic fiebd vanratsons doe

happen but it just falls out of the range of the operating regim of the MPD

devices currently being used. Details of the variations of >vs. imag witEh

various < I ) is plotted in f igure (3.3).

Looking at equation (3.22)

edzj
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We ca = quite mI. that ' approache zero for bttt limitg cams wtwre

,* approbis two or infinity. This sapm with our fndmg in chapter :wo where

then is only damping Wt :n the propgatm of dISLUtbWU whw we -eturr. to "he

smple cam dewb in chapter Ii For the values of -, in Le ranp !'ron

m to0.1 m. . is plted vs, waveleth in figm (34) It is gowiwith

waveiupth m tat mgm. Lookuig back to our numencal expr w rrdug Um

real qimnutni, we find that the rup of the ocillaung prt of the propusio ca

be up to '27 Hz.

In f gure (3.5). . uinaary a pioud vs. the currmt Now with

vmanOi valum of , in the cam of the wavelanSg hmg 6.n cenumel It i

appvent that 1 - 35 is he most umniabie onentata for ail l % valus in

this cam As the wavelength gies alr. the worst orientaum b mi;mu km than 135

and 315 (Equatmon 3.23) But the deviation is small. and ' - 135 for the worst

Sormtato angle is still an acceptable umption.
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34 CONXLSIONS

From the fgure we found that > . - 2 is still the threshold value

for statnit. at the worst orientations for the wavelength from 1 mm to 1 cm.

The vanatoms of the magnetic field has little effect on the overall stability

pictus In the exisun operatmn regime of the typical MPD device, the magnetic

fmid varatins appear to the piasma as a short wave effect. It penetrates throughout

the whole regon qute easily, and is viewed as constant inside the plasma, because

the "skin-effect" is no longer effective against the penetration. So the assumption of

a conawt magnetic field throughout the whole plasma stated in previous chapter is

valid and sound.

Also. the result indicates that the type of instability is still the same as

that in chapter two, where it is caused by the imbalance between the energy input

(Joule heating) to the plasma and the collisional losses by the electrons. The rate of

growth of the instability is less in the long wavelength case, but the reduction is not

enough to reach stability. For the typical MPD devices, whose dimensions are of the

order of cenumeters or less. wavelength damping appears to be insignificant. In the

next chapter. we will examine the effects of ionization non-equilibrium and .heat

conduction on the stability picture.
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CHAFFER IV PROPAGATION OF DISTURBANCES THROUGH THE PLASMA

OF IONIZATION NON-EQUILIBRIUM WITH VARYING ELECTRON

TEMPERATURE BUT CONSTANT MAGNETIC FIELD

4.1 INTRODUCTION

In the last two chapters. we examined the effects caused by the electron

density variation by looking at the partially ionized regime of the plasma. We found

that instability occurs when the energy transfer between the Joule heating and

electron collisional losses is not in balance. The magnetic field variation was found

to help stabilize the situation but it is insufficient in the regime of interest.

Now, we will turn to the situation of ionizaton non-equilibrium. In other

words, the kinetics of the electrons, rather than the electron energy equation will

determine the ionization rate( Appendix I ). The excess electron-ion pairs will

diffuse away and recombine as neutrals at the boundry.

Also. instability of the type mentioned in the last chapter does not appear

near full ionization, since electron density can no longer vary. Now, by allowing the

electron temperature to vary, instabilities might occur at or near the area where full

ionization is reached.

Also, the effect of heat conduction in the plasma might play a major role

in the overall stability picture. In previous chapters we found that the imbalance of

energy transfer causes instability. But if heat conduction occurs within the plasma,
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this imbabanc might be eliminated. and thus the type of instability discovered in the

last Chapters might not appear.

So in this chapter. we will explore the effects of the ionization

non-equilibrium varying electron temperature. and heat conduction within the plasma.
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4.2 CALCULATIONS

4.2.1 ASSUMPTIONS

As shown in last chapter. the effect of the variations of the magnetic field

is insignificant in the regime of our interesL Thus, we will return to the assumption

that the magnetic field remains constant. (No space and time variations)

The positive ion and neutral temperatures are still taken to be constant As

stated in previous chapters, the heavy spcides i considered as immobile when

compared with the electron due to their enormous mass. Compared to the electron

temperature variation, the other spcies' temperatures exhibit only smallar variations.

Therefore, it is only necessary to consider the electrons in the number conservation.

momentum and energy balances.

So. our assumptions will be,

1. The magnetic field is constanL (No space and time variations)

2. The positive ion temperature and neutral temperature are the

same and remain constant.

3. In the backrotmd state, the net gain in electron density by the

ionization proem will be balanced by the ambipolar diffusion

to the wall.

4. The heavy species number density (ion density plus neutral

density) is constant.
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422 GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The excess energy, which will fuel the ionization proces and transfer away
by means of heat conduction. is the difference between the Joule heating; and the
collisonal loan by the electrons. So the energy equation will be.

(4.1)

where ItT T ~ c _

The convective term can be expresed as

( v1' will be stated in equation (4.8))

The beat conduction term is expresed by.

-v ~~ ~L TZJ(4.2)
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wbac the t ond Wuctivity' is

-7 s N 2. Kk T,/ 3

(4.3)

Aja.

The electron momentum equation is,

jJ -tJa3 (4.4)

where P ~ .2..

The plaum is still assumed to be in Couloumb collision dominated regim.

so the conductivity is given by the Spitzer-Harm formula.

I~2/A.

2Sutton & Sheman. Engineering Magnetohyd rod ynamic, pp 202
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4 L,

BeaMs L. appears as a weak function of electron temperature and

densiy. weasin previous claptrs.asume the vau of LnA - 6.

Maxwells equations arec

V E (4.6)

(4.7)

Thes two equations lead to the conclusion that Eyand Jx are constants, in

the orientation stated in previous chiapters

The rate of change of electron density is governed by the kinetics of

electron and appeared as,

-v (4.8)
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where 1w ln ie -r, o, c m_ _,
,",. ki

is the Saha's equation. And according to the Bates' law.

The convective term of electron density variation is the ambipolar diffusion

to the wall.

4L R"(4.9)

where R is the "effective distance" regarding the ambipolar diffusion proces.

To relate R to real dimension. let us model the plasma in the following

way: It is confined in a one dimensional space with length H. At the middle of the

chamber, there is no electron density gradient by reason of symmetry. Also, electron

density at the wall ( H/2 ; -H/2 ) is zero.

Thus, the boundry conditions are:
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The diffusion equation ix

5 - )= (4.10)

Apply the boundry conditions and we f ind,

'~~ H &P J)____ (4.11)

The only region of interest for the anallysis of this chapter is the middle

region of the modeL since electron densl is diffusing away in all directionsii So.

and

H I'$ R (4.12)

To find the expression for the diffusivity, we consider the ambipolar

Momentum balance in a slab pometry similar to that used for the heat diffusion

calculation

j< - 1 )e)P (.1362c9



and so

Da. the dif fusivity, is the quantity in the square bracket.

T ~ i-tj (415)

w h e r e 
E 

'

*in is the reduced mw for the positive ion-neutral system, Ciin is the

effective collisional speed of positive ions with neutrals. and Qin is the collisional

cross-section between the positive ions and neutrals. For Argon, Qin can be

represented by the empirical formula 3

Qjin -2.9953 x 10-18 Tg-0 2

(Qin is in SI unit and Tg is in K)

SWAH Cramer, Journal of Chemical Physics, Vol. 30. pp 641--642
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Note that the ambipolar diffusion rate is determined by the positive

ion-neutral collisions rate. despite the fact that we only consider the electron balance

in mass conservation, momentum and energy.

The electron conservation equation is then,

" _ - . ._rJ ,",2L '.. --€ . - ,,". (4.16)

The electron production rate, which depends on electron temperature and

on the departure from Saha conditions (as the plasma is assumed in ionization

non-equilibrium), will equal the time variation of the electron density plus the

electron flux diffused away by means of ambipolar diffusion.
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4.213 CALCULATION PROCESS

The coordinate system is still defined as before, where angle -4 is the

angle between the wave proipgtion vector and the average current vector. (Fig. 2.1)

Also. a plane wave dependence of the disturbances is assumed.

<(4 >

The disturbances will exhibit unstable behavior if the imaginary pwr of

0) is negative. (-is real)

Now, let us define some non-dimensional parameters befc',e we arrange the

governing equations.

>
Ct, (4.17)

is the ratio between the thermal energy of the electrons to the energy required for

the ionization process

> (4.18)
'k'

is the rate of electron loss by means of ambipolar diffusion. (It has a dimensional

unit of sec-1 m -3)
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-. ~14.19)

And finally.

c(.(4.20)

the degree of ionization. ( nH - ne + nn is the heavy species density

Applying the perturbation treatment (same as those in chapter three) to the

separate terms-of the energy equation (4.1), we find the following terms to be:

Time variation term:

r"r >

,I

Convective term:

7e.

L

04 f/ 1 ,- < K , > < r < d
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Heat conduction term:

1-1 9'7 A3 65Ye~

Joule heating term:

Collisional loss term:

And the energy equation become&

(4.21)
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Rearrngin the mms conservation equation. we get:

Convective term:

Time depedent termn:

Total growth rate:

ILL 
S-'

Overall conservation equation:

- ~C -~ <- 'i,~ 0 (4.22)
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Putting the governing equations into matrix form. we get-

~ I ~< )(4.22 b)

where

M( 1. 1 V 0 J ' ' u,

-~/7 Id'S > (422L

-4 (4.22 e0
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0. the variable of interest. can be solved for by setting the determinant to

zero.

Other parameters such as the electron density, current. etc.. are calculated

as follow. From the zeroth order continuity equation.

<"'e'> ( - (4.23)

Rearranging it and we find.

.2.1 6 - - - (4.24)

where nH and R2 are input parameters. The rest just shows electron temperature

dependence. Figure (4.1) shows the relationship between electron density and

temperature for a particular density. Other parameters such as pressure and input

current will be shown in Table (4.1).

Then, the energy loss by means of collisions between electrons and ions

can be calculated as,

(4.25)

C-,
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From the zeroth order energy equation. we find the input current to be.

~2

-e E,) > 'A -rkf7- (4.26)

Then. can be calculated from the full matrix, and will be presented in

the next section.
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4.3 RESULTS

Solving the full determinant equation (4.22 b), we find in general two

roots for (L r + i ) for each set of . . oe. etc. This mens that there

are two distinct modes of plasma fluctuation (and posibly growth). In order to

understant these two modes, we first examine the limiting conditions where one or

the other will predominate.

First. very near full ionization (for o' : 0.99, as we will see), electron

density variation becomes negligible, and the energy equation controls the growth.

With reference to equation (4.22 c). we see that 9 - 90* is the worst orientation.

and that. since at & - 90 all terms in equation (4.22 c are real. k will turn out

purely imaginary (i.e.. the growth or decay will be purely local). Also the Saba

factor < S > will be very large, implying very fast electron kinetics, so that Saha

equilibrium will be maintained and the perturbation continuity equation becomes.

, < , (4.27)
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The energy equation bewoin.

- F4.> - J. <~~ ?~ Q N

(4.28)
- 4 1, <Q- V~) s

Combinn the two expremions above we geL

7.

(4.29)

<2

and so. 0l.**, '

The plasra is unstable without beat conduction and this is a static

instability. in the sense that no wave proption is involved. To look for the Hall

hpq62
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I
pamsmet' under which condition the plasma with heat conduction is at the neutral

subiity pomt. we et cO, equal to zero for the above equation.

(4.30)

3. ,j

More accurately. we set -90 and 3,- 0 for the full matrix to

solve for the neutral Hall parameter. This is plotted in figure (4.2) for various

values of electron temperature. It shows that there is a stebilizin effect of beat

conduction within the plasma, since at wavelengths greater than about 3 cm. the

plaum will be unstable at 3 999L whereas it will not for shorter waves.

In the opposite limit, where electron density variation is the dominant

effect (low degree of ionization), we combine the two governing equations with

6 0.

and
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Since in this limit electron kinetics must be irrelevant, we eliminate < Ri >

betwem th two equations. The damping part of c is then

-.-
Q'J r ~ ->.'

(4.31)

The worst orientation returns to ' - 135 : and the stability factor is

once again the Hall parameter. The plasma behavior returns to the same picture

diucuusd in the previous chapters. except that the critical Hall parameter is smaller

in order to account for the increased Joule dissipation due to the ambipolar diffusion

effect. (Note that in the regime where the plasma is near full ionization, this limit

will not be observed, and the critical Hall parameter has to be found by solving the

full matrix.)

By solving the determinant above, we achieve two solutions of the damping

part of W . which correspond to the two modes of stability described above.

Then, by concentrating on the worst angles, we can map the behavior of 3 as

the dgree of ionization changes. As expected, the electron temperature variation

mode shows up near the full ionization regime (Figure (4.3)). while the density

variation mode dominates the rest (Figure (4.4)).
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Strmsing our interest in the situation where the plasma is in neutral

stability for the worst orientation, we examine the ratio between te and iri'c.

For the solution corresponding to the temperature variation mode, ite is

the dominant factor for stability analysis. It only appears in the region where the

degree of ionization is very close to unity, and it agrees with the description stated

previously. The neutral Hall parameter vs. degree of ionization is plotted in figure

(4.5) (Same as the -, - 0.02 m curve in figure (4.2) ).

For the other solution, corresponding to the density variation mode, 81 _ is

the dominant factor where the plasma is partially ionized and its contribution

weakens as the degree of ionization rises (Figure 4.6). At the regime where both

variations are comparable as one mode begins to diminish and the other to rise, the

coupling effects between the two variation modes become important: the critical Hall

parameter appears to be the lowest (Figure 4.7), and wave propagation (as-measured

by the real part of Q ) is diminishing as the frequency approaches zero (Figure

4.8). As the plasma is further ionized, gr variation becomes insignificant. The

critical Hall parameter rises again, and wave propagation resumes.

The overall boundary of the Hall parameter for stability regardless of the

mode of variation is plotted in figure (4.9), for a 2 cm wavelength. It shows a

smooth transition between the two modes.
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4.4 CONCLUSION

We have explored the effects of heat conduction, which indeed is a

stabilizing agent to the plasma. Since the direction for the conduction is assumed to

be transversal to the magnetic field, the thermal conductivity depends on the Hall

parameter inversely. So at high Hall parameter, this effect diminishes and can no

longer provide the stabilizing force. The associated wavelength, must be in the order

of 0.01 meter for this stabilization to be visible. Also, this mechanism affects the

temperature variation mode only. For the other mode., the models from previous

chapters remains the proper descriptions

Electron temperature variation leads to the regime of static instability. It

: only happens at the regime where density variation can no longer be achieved, i.e.

the plasma is almost fully ionized. At lower ionization fractions, this instability does

not appear, and the density variation becomes the dominant factor for stability

concern. The coupling effect between the two modes makes the transition between

the regimes smoothly, but the stability of the Sir mode deteriorates markedly in the

region where both modes interact i.e., between of 0.9 and 0.99. This is a regime

of interest for MPD thrusters, and more study should be devoted to it.
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CHAPTER V SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have. throughout the course of this thesis, established some microscopic

physical models for the plasma contained in a co-axial chamber with current passin

through between the two end walls, so we can examine various effects, such as

electron temperature, density and magnetic field variations. etc.. that affect the

overall local stability picture. The following conclusions have been drawn:

For a partially ionized plasma of constant induced magnetic field.

instabilities occur whenever the direction of the wave vector of the propagting

disturbances falls outside the direction of the current flow and electric field, since

Joule heating in the originally low density region will decrease further, and thus it

will increae the discrepancy of electron density between different regions. So the

uniform background can no longer be attained.

The threshold value for the Hall parameter for which the disturbances are

in neutral stability, i.e. no growth or damping (critical Hall parameter). is 2 in the

worst wave vector orientation.

Even though the induced magnetic field exhabits space and time dependence

associated with the presence of currents, the above threshold value of the Hall

parameter is still valid for the wavelengths of spatial variation of the magnetic field

from 1 mm to 1 cm. This variation has only little effects on the overall stability

picture. The spatial variation of the magnetic field does provide some stablizing

effects, where the growth rate of instabilities is less for a long wavelength. But this

damping is insufficient for the typical MPD devices. The magnetic field variations
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penetrate throughout the whole region quickly And so it is viewed as constant

inside the plasma. while the "skin-effect" which acts against the penetration is not

effective enough. Constant magnetic field throughout the plasma is a valid

assumption for those operations.

For a fixed magnetic field, two potentially unstable modes of wave

propagation or growth exist. These are characterized by the predominance of electron

density or electron temperature fluctuation in each of them. The mode with

predominant density fluctuation tends to be the main instability at low ionization

fraction, while the electron temperature mode becomes unstable near full ionization

( ot 0.99). Of course, both modes occur throughout the range of ionization

fraction. No wave propagation is invloved in this electron temperature mode

instability. As the ionization fraction decreases, it diminishes very rapidly.

Heat conduction is a stabilizing agent to the undesirable situation described

above. But as the direction for the heat conduction is transversal to the magnetic

field, the corresponding thermal conductivity depends on the Hall parameter, and so

this effect is insufficient to alter the stability picture at high Hall parameters. The

corresponding wavelength for the heat conduction must be of the order of 0.01

meter or less in order for this stabilizing effect to be effective.

Because of the coupling effect, a smooth transition can occurs between the

electron density and temperature variations in the region ( 4 - 0.9 to 0.99) where

both modes interact with each other. But this effect also courses the stability of the

electron density variation mode to deteriorate to an undesirable level.
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Finally, since the operating regime of the typical MPD thrusters falls into

the region of the coupling between the two variations for the electrons, it will be

necessary to devote more study into the coupling effect between the two modes.

Other effect such as variations of plasma properties along the propagating wave front

might affect the overall stability picture. and it is also worthwhile to investigate.
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Figure 1.1

Self -field coaxial type accelerator
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Figure 1.2

Self-field coaxial type accelerator
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Figure 1.3

Self-field coaxial type accelerator
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Figure I.1

Coordinate system for the =Waysis
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Figure 2.2

Damping factor vS averaged value of

current angle for Hall Parameter being 1 and 2
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Figure 2.3

Damping factor vs. averqsd value of

current angle for Hall parameter being 5 and 10
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Figure 2.4

Dimpam of averaged currenlt direction in stable regime
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Figure 2.5

Dwgpam of averagd current direction in unstable regim
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Figure 3.1

Variation of the worst current angle vs. wavelength

ranging from 6.28 mm to 0.628 mn
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Figure 3.2

Criticll Hall PrMOCtr VL wave ntUMber

for spatial magnetic field variation
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Figure 3.3

Variation of wavelength vs. the damping part of g-:

with various values of <~ >
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Figure 3.4

Oscillating part of CI vs. waelength
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Figure 3.5

Damping part of Cl vs. current angie

Wave l eng th (0 .01 M)'
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Figure 4.1

Degree of ionization vs electron temperature
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F~igure 4.2

Neutral Hall parameter vs. degree of ionization

for various values of wavelength

(S mode)
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Figure 4.3

Damping part of W vs. degree of ionization

(4 mode)
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Figure 4.4

Damping part of W,) vs. degree of ionization

(iAe mode)
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Figure 4.5

Neutral Hall parameter vs. degree of ionization

(4 mode)
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Figure 4.6

Ratio of S4 variation vs.

dcpoe of ionization
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Figure 4.7

Critical Hall parameter vL degree of ionization

(64 mode)

Wave length " 0.2 x 10-' M
Density : 0.3345 x 0-3 Kg/ M 3

Plasma Dimension : 0.05 M
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Figure 4.8

Wave frequency vs. degree of ionization

(64 mode)

Wavelength : 0.2 x 10' M
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Figure 4.9

Hall parameter v&. deuce of ionization

6b4 and ~4 mod.)
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Table 4.1

Pressure and input current for various

degrees of ionization

Gas temperature : 1000 K
Heavy species number density : 5 x 102
Plasma dimension : 0.05 Meter

Electron Degree of Pressure Current
temoerature ionization
(x) 5 K) (N / M") (x 10 J/M2)

.1000 .1928 202.1 0.3978E-01

.1100 .4394 402.7 0.9168E-01

.1150 .5758 526.2 .1221

.1200 .7006 649.4 .1513

.1250 .8009 760.1 .1765

.1300 .8728 852.3 .1963

.1350 .9202 926.6 .2112

.1400 .9499 987.1 .2225

.1500 .9793 1083. .2386

.1600 .9906 1163. .2505

.1800 .9975 1309. .2702
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APPENDIX I

SAHA'S EQUATION AND EQUATION FOR IONIZATION AND

RECOMBINATION RATE

For an ionization process

~~ (app 1.1

where z is the number of electron released it one positive ion is produced. e.i.n

represent the electron, ion and neutral respectively.

From the law of Mass Action, we can write

'I. ~(app 1.2)

Ne number of electron

Qe partition function for electron

Ni. Nn, Qi *Qn are corresponding functions for ion and neutral(atom).

(z for Agron plasma, which isasumed tobe used inour study.)
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The partition functions for all three species are,

]k T

S- 0 for electron and ion since they don't possess any energy at rst.

4- -eVi for neutrals at rest. (It is also called the energy for ionization)

Vi is the ionization potential(voltage).

so.

,- -- ,-. .r

(mn-Mi)

Qnint is the internal partition function.
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Then equation (app 1.i) becomes.

N- '"k7 )/i L' k 7,

Sie the number denstyis n- N oL. equation can bearranged to

the form.

YI k ev. (app 1.3)

which is the SaI's Equation.

Because the electron number density should be equal to the ion number

density, we have.

~~L ('h 7.)

16
(app 1.4)

The ratio between the number density of electron and neutral is

determined only by temperature.
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Now, if a net ionization rate does exist, then we can write,

( lie) - (ne )ionization - fe )recomnbination

Assuming ionization is by electron-neutral impact, and recombination is by

a three-body c-c-i process.

n, ~ o = r v- - c( n r), (applS

( ,A 1 are function of electron temperature only.)

In equilibrium. r~e - 0 (Let us denote n'e as the electron density at

equilibrium)

where K ' '}is the Saha equilibrium constant depends on temperature only.

Return to (app 1.5), we f ind

r ' ;L -(app, 1.6)
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where is exprmsed by the Bates' law.

- 1.09 x 10-20 T -4.5

If the Saha equilibrium density ( '/ .') is much greater than

the electron density(plasma density), then

in other words. the bulk recombination process is negligible. In a steady state this is

usually due to ambipolar diffusion to walls, followed by recombination there. In a

transient state, it may occur at the start of a strong discharge, before the electron

density has had time to build up.

I
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